Extracts from the Bulletins of 1969 (Nos.49-60)
January
Battersea Park: Excavations on the Thames Foreshore
After some relatively unabraded Samian sherds had been found on the
foreshore near Battersea Park, the Wandsworth Historical Society
carried out a detailed examination and some trial trenching on an area
of foreshore stretching westwards from Chelsea Bridge steps for approximately 700 ft. The trenches contained mainly dumped material of many
periods but R- B sherds were more numerous on the surface than in the
trenches. There were signs that there may have been a natural ground
surface above river level a little further inland than the present river
frontage.
The area examined seems likely to have been the western half of an
island of naturally higher ground. There are signs, at one point, that
there could have been a ford across the Thames. The source of the unabraded Samian sherds has yet to be determined.
(Condensed from News Sheet, Wandsworth Hist. Soc., 1968/5)
Guildford: Building Site in Friary Street (SU 995495)
Demolition and rebuilding on the site of The Bear public house and adjacent buildings in Friary Street has been in progress since early this
year. The work has disclosed the lower part of four rubbish pits, dating
from the medieval period to the 17th century, beneath more recent disturbance. Finds from the pits have been relatively poor, but include most
of an off-white bowl probably of about 1300 or slightly earlier from a pit
filled almost entirely with chalk debris from a demolished building.
Another small pit produced a Bellarmine dated 1641 with other 17th
century pottery. The finds are in Guildford Museum.
(F. W. HoIling)
Wanborough: Roman Occupation (SU 918495)
Pottery and other material of Roman date was discovered in a field at
this location by Mr. C. J. Sage of 3, Bushylees Cottages, Green Lane, Ash,
who retains the finds. These were recently examined by Lady Hanworth
and the writer and the site was also visited. The finds include pottery
of 1st to 4th century date, with a few sherds which may be Iron Age or
early Romano- British; also fragments of Roman roof tile and brick,
sandstone querns, and a melon bead. They were found a few years ago
when the field (now under grass) was ploughed, the main concentration
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being in a restricted area. In the field corner nearby there is a small
pond with its bank full of fragments of burnt clay and brick; this may
have been a claypit for brickmaking, but there is no evidence as to its
date. The quantity of material found suggests occupation of a fairly substantial building. The lane running past the field is also of some interest;
it is a disused section of Green Lane, which is an ancient drove road
and here forms part of the parish boundary between Wanborough and
Ash.
(F. W. Holling)
February

Carshalton: Excavations in The Park (TG 278643)
Members of the Beddington, Carshalton and Wallington Archaeological
Society have been working for nearly a year on a site in the gardens of
nos. 9 and 10 The Park, Carshalton. This lies on the edge of the bed of
Thanet Sand on which a substantial but disturbed mesolithic settlement
was excavated in 1964-5. Trial trenching for further evidence of mesolithic occupation led to the chance discovery of soil marks which indicated the foundations of a timber-framed building. Part of this was identified as a threshing floor and eventually it proved possible to recover a
large part of the ground plan of the aisled barn in which it had stood,
together with traces of adjacent wooden buildings to the south. A complete plan could not be recovered, partly because of garden features and
the houses which have now been built and partly because the site is intersected by three modern paths which have destroyed the evidence. The
whole complex, however, seems to have formed part of two sides of a
sizeable farmyard, and a cart track, with soft padding for the horse
between rough metalling for the wheels of the cart, was found running
into the farmyard.
No firm dating for the structures is yet available and, indeed, may never
be possible. The scatter of pottery sherds found is common to the area
and ranged from R- B to late medieval. Victoriana were conspicuously
absent. Two metal objects are still being investigated by the Guildhall
Museum. On architectural grounds it could be late 16th, 17th, or 18th
century but it is, however, almost certain that it is prior to the time of
Queen Anne when the land was emparked.
(A. S. Gilbert)
Kingston: Medieval Pottery Kiln ('rQ 18166920)
A recent rescue excavation at Kingston upon Thames has_revealed the
existence of a medieval pottery manufactory in the vicinity of Eden
Street. The excavation was conducted by the Kingston upon Thames
Museum with the aid of volunteers and by kind permission of the land
owners, the Alliance Property Co. Ltd.
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The site lies to the rear of 70-72 Eden street. On its modern edge part
of the baked clay of a, probably circular, kiln-oven has been exposed;
Further investigation of the kiln itself is not yet possible due to the presence of modern buildings which are still standing.
Over half a ton of pottery has been recovered from the site and many
of the sherds have waster characteristics. The pottery has a white .or
pirikish buff sandy fabric with patchy mottled green glaze. Jug forms
appear to predominate and many handles are slashed or pricked. Decoration includes stamped 'fir trees' and rosettes. One waster sherd, showing
the lower portion of a bearded face, conies from a face- jug.
The existence of a medieval pottery manufa:ctory at Kingston upon
Thames has long been suspected from documentary evidence (M. S.
Giuseppi (1937), 'Medieval Pottery in Kingston upon Thames'. Sy.Arch.
Call., XLV, 151-2). With an easy means of tranSport provided by the
Thames, the Kingston pottery could well have been an important source
of supply to the London market, and it is hoped that further archaeological, historical and geological investigation will shed new light on the
extent and organisation of the industry.
(Mrs. M. P. Canham)

Much of the pottery found by Mrs. Canham resembles the class te"med
'off-white sandy ware' at Merton (D. J. Turner (1967), 'Excavations near
Merton Priory', Sy. Arch. Call., LXIV, 57-8). This was dated, mainly on
the basis of evidence from Northolt (J. G. Hurst (1962), 'The Kitchen
Area of Northolt, Middlesex','Med.Arch., V, 273-4) as c.1300-1400, but
there are strong hints in the Northolt report that the starting date for
the type is likely to be a little earlier.
If we can provisionally equate these groups and take the documentary

eVidence at its face value, we can tentatively revise the dates of this
pottery to c. 1250-1350 or 1400. This does raise problems with respect
to the relationship between 'Kingston ware' and Limpsfield ware (to be
the subject of a note in a forthcoming Bulletin) but more work is clearly
necessary before these problems can be resolved.
In the Merton report (op. cif., 60) it was stated that off-white sandy ware
was present among the pottery found at Cheam in 1923. A reassessment
of the Cheam material at present being undertaken by the writer indicates that this is, in fact, not so. The absence of off-white sandy pottery
from the Cheam series encourages the suggestion for a class name
'Kingston ware'.
(D. J. Turner)
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March
Farnham:

Lea Moated Site(SU 863486)

The excavation of the moated site at Park Farm, Badshot Lea was completed in July, 1968.
Three periods of occupation were found, the earliest being 13th century.
The structural remains of that period were badly disturbed by intrusive
features of later periods. They were the foundation walls of a small
rectangular building and consisted of blocks of lower chalk with nodules
of flint. Two pits provided a large quantity of 13th century coarse pottery,
slashed handled jugs constituting the bulk of the assemblage. A bronze
coin of Edward III and an amulet .from St. James di Compostella were
found in the occupation level.
Widespread evidence of fire was found throughout the Period 1 levels.
It is thought that the site was abandoned until the mid 16th century when
a small house was erected to the south-west of the 13th century building.
The only tangible structural remains were two brick drains and an extensive rammed chalk floor. Robbing of building fabric had clearly taken
place in antiquity and the frequent occurrence of Victorian rubbish pits
and other severe disturbances rendered this area of the site unsuitable
for a satisfactory excavation.
No signs of destruction by fire were found in the upper levels of-this
period (Period 2). There is, however, a gap in the pottery series that
would suggest another period of desertion until a Georgian house was
erected in 1734 by one John Lampard (Period 3). The house was demolished in 1825. A drawing of the house by J. Hassell (1822) appears in
Nigel Temple's Farnham Buildings and People.
It appears that the rectangular and apparently 13th century moat was
partially infilled to accommodate the house, the vivarium of the Period
1 complex presumably being retained as a landscape feature.

The 13th century site is not unlike the hunting lodge at Writtle, Essex,
plan of which appears on page 83 of The History of the King's Works,
Vol. 1 (The Middle Ages).

a

(I. G. Dormor)
Lambeth: Excavation of DeHtware Kiln (TQ 307789)
During building works on the Norfolk House site (south of Lambeth Road
between Norfolk Row and Pratt Walk) opportunity arose to carry out a
brief rescue excavation following the discovery of quantities of tin-glazed
earthenware scattered around two areas of red brick and ash. The work
was undertaken by the Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Society
under tlie direction of B. J. Bloice, J. Thorn and G. J. Dawson.
The foundations of one kiln and remains of a second were discovered.
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The most substantial foundations were of a rectangular, brick- built, kiln
12ft by 6ft. Associated with the kiln were delftware wasters and kilnfurniture. This is the first tinglazed earthenware kiln to have been excavated
in England and it is difficult to draw analogies except with documented
continental kilns. It would appear that in England the rectangular plan
is confined to the delftware industry as contemporary and later stoneware and coarseware kilns are circular in plan.
There is documentary evidence that this site was used as a pottery
between 1686 and 1786. The first known potter was James Barston who
had been potting in Southwark for seventeen years before he is heard of
in Lambeth. It may be suggested that the Lambeth delftware industry
probably had its origins in Southwark.
A closely dated glass kiln known to have been operating between 1879
and 1892 was also partially excavated 'on the same site.
An interim report of the excavations has appeared in the Newsletter
(15,3-4) of the Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Society.

April
Croydon: Excavations in Old Town (TQ 318655)
The Archaeological Section of the Croydon Natural History and Scientific
Society carried out selective trenching on the site of 2 Rectory Grove,
Croydon between December 1968 and February 1969. The work was
directed by Mr. Peter Drewett and associated documentary research is
being undertaken by Mrs. L. Thornhill. One 6 ft. and two 15 ft. trenches
were excavated, producing a well stratified sequence of pottery and animal bones from the 11th Century to the 20th Century. Several indeterminate flint flakes were found together with fire-cracked flints. Three
Roman tiles were found in the late Saxon level. Evidence for four structures was found. Detailed analysis of the material may take some time,
so a preliminary note may be of some value.
Trench I was some 30 yards north west of the Great West Door of the
Croydon Parish Church. The section was almost 6 ft. deep with the 11
main layers being almost horizontal. This sequence was broken at the
north-western end by a flint and mortar structure that may be tentatively
ascribed to the late 16th century. The earliest pottery is shell tempered
ware which occurs together with calcined flint tempered wares and one
grass tempered sherd. Later Medieval pottery included a slashed handle
from a jug, green-yellow glazed wares, painted and rippled wares, together
with unglazed coarse wares. From the 16th and 17th century levels came
sherds of brown salt-glazed stoneware, sherds of tigs, the spout of a
globular costrel made of a hard reddish ware and many green, yellow
and brown glazed sherds, together with some unglazed pottery. Small
finds included an early Medieval strip of lead, a bronze fitting and a
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bone awl, both probably of 14th century date. Clay pipes occurred in
levels from the 17th century onwards.
Trench III was some 31 yards north-west of trench 1. This section was
about 4 ft. deep and cut through the rammed chalk flooring of a late
171th/ early 18th century building. The lower levels were disturbed by
the construction of a flint wall and compact flint floor overlain by a
rammed sand and chalk floor. This structure is probably late Medieval.
The pottery types were essentially similar to those found in Trench I.
The most interesting singlesherd was of imported 13th century French
pottery, found in the foundation trench of the flint wall. This sherd is a
light buff ware with a dark brownish-red slip, on which there are three
small pellets of white clay. The sherd was probably from a jug imported
from Normandy. Similar sherds are known from Canterbury and Stonar
in Kent.
Trench II was some 30 yards north-west of Trench Ill. This trench was
only 3 ft. 6 ins. deep, and contained few Medieval or earlier sherds. It is
probable that this end of the site was marsh until towards the end of the
16th century. This trench, however, revealed the only complete structure
it was possible to excavate. This was a well constructed lined pit with
internal dimensions of 4 ft. by 3 ft. The pit was lined with greensand and
chalk blocks with re-used roof tile spacers, and was 2 ft. 6 ins. deep.
This structure may be tentatively ascribed to the late 17th century. Its
purpose is, as yet, obscure, but it was not a rubbish or cess pit. It may
possibly be a cold store for meat. The few finds from this trench are
mainly post 16th century, and are similar to the post 16th century material
from Trench I.
(P. L. Drewett)
Gas Main Trenches: Croydon to Hooley

Observation of work on part of the route of the twin 24 in. gas main laid
from Croydon to Hooley has already been noted by Mr. E. A. Baxter
(Bulletin No. 48). The whole route was also watched by the Croydon
Natural History and Scientific Society and Mrs. L. Thornhill's report is
summarised here.
The trenches in Carshalton and Beddington were back-filled rapidly,
making observation difficult. Little of archaeological interest was found
but geological observations bore out what was expected except for some
interesting areas of Thanet Sand on the slopes of Carshalton.
Remains of the old tram lines buried under the surface were noted in
Ruskin Road. The. ends of wooden sleepers occurred at 4 ft. intervals
from 15 in. to 24 in. down in concrete on chalk bedrock. Extensive remains of red brick walls in Acre Lane marked the site of Lorraine
House, an 18th century building demolished in the late 1930' s when the
road was widened.
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Beddington Park yielded evidence of occupation in flints and pottery.
Worked flint from TQ 294652 is thought to be Mesolithic, that from elsewhere probably Neolithic. Pottery sherds range from R- Band Saxon to
18th century. At TQ 294651 what appeared to be an ancient hollow-way
was sectioned. It was about 45 yards north of Croydon Road and probably
ran parallel to it. There was no evidence for it on the surface, but in
section it took the form of a ditch, 15 ft. wide at the top and 4ft. 6 in. 5 ft. deep in the centre. North of the Tudor outhouse at TQ 295655,
there was much disturbance, foundations of demolished buildings and a
deposit of peat 65 ft. long and 18 in. thick.
A few struck flints and sherds were found on the old Beddington Sewage
Works. There waS no evidence of a Roman road leading to the villathe raised path leading in that direction was found to be modern.
Finds in Woodmansterne were similar to those made by Mr. Baxter. In
the trenches opposite Stagbury, in Chip stead Valley Road, was a large
area of bricks, tiles and rubble of no great age. At Rumbolds Castle,
where there is an old house once used as an inn, the workmen found
several Georgian coins. Nothing of archaeological interest was discovered as the pipe trench passed Star rock.
The most important discovery was geological. A small bed of peat
occurring in silts in the Pleistocene gravels of Beddington Park contained
cold climate fauna. One of the beetles identified, Boreaphilus henningianus,
now extinct in Britain, has never before been recorded south of the
Thames. A dark organic, band in a lens of silt in Beddington Sewage
Works contained fragmented wood which, on investigation by the Geology
Department of Birmingham University, gave a c14 date of 10,130 ± 120
years B.P. It would appear that the gravels with their interbedded silts
accumulated after the Allerod interstadial towards the end of the final
cold phase (Pollen Zone Ill) of the late-glacial period.

June
Coulsdon: Excavations at Netherne (TQ 295558)
During wood clearance at Netherne Hospital, Mr. R. Baltasar discovered
foundations of a hitherto unsuspected stone building. Excavations in Mr.
Baltasar's garden nearby last year revealed traces of early occupation,
including about 500 potsherds. The foundations may be the remains of
the manor house of La Neddre, probably abandoned in the 14th century.
Excavation was restarted at Easter; under the direction of Miss L. Ketteringham for the Bourne Society, and has uncovered substantial wall
footings of ashlar with flint and chalk fillings, pieces of worked stone,
and quantities of pottery.

(Bulletin, Bourne Society, 56)
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Merton: A Saxon Cemetery
In what is the first record of any find of archaeological significance in
Merton, Edwards, in his Companion from London to Brighthelmston (I789)
(Part II, 25), after describing the remains of Merton Priory, observed:
'In removing the ground to erect some buildings about twenty years
ago, were found several pieces of spears, swords, human bones and
other exuviae of a battle. Many stone coffins have been dug up, some
of which are now made use of for domestic purposes.'
The stone coffins may have been associated with the Priory (TQ 265699)
but two other explanations for the' exuviae of a battle' come to mind:
The remains may date from 786, when King Cynewulf of Wessex
i.
was murdered at Merton whilst visiting the house of a favourite
mistress. The whole episode was part of a feud between Cynewulf
and predecessor, Sigeburt, whom he banished to Anderida 30 years
before. Sigeburt's brother, Kindard, the murderer, was immediately
surprised by Cynewulf's thegns and killed in revenge for the death
of their lord.
ii.
Alternatively, the remains may be of those who fell in the battle
of 'Meretun' in 871. In this year the 'Great Army' of Northmen
under Guthram invaded Wessex, meeting furious opposition from the
West Saxons under King Ethelred and his brother Alfred. The
struggle finally ended in the defeat of the men of Wessex at the
battle of Meretun, at which Ethelred was mortally wounded.
The site of the future Merton Priory on the south bank of the Wandle,
at a point where the stane Street crossed the river, would have been
a strong position at which to resist an enemy advancing into Surrey
from the direction of London.
It is unfortunate that there is no record of the fate of the finds, or the

exact situation at which they were unearthed.

(E. N. Montague)
August

Cheam Medieval pottery kiln (TQ 243636)
The Nonsuch and Ewell Antiquarian Soc. has recently carried out a
rescue excavation under difficult conditions and in very restricted time
of another medieval pottery-kiln dump (with some associated structure)
at Cheam. Processing the thirty crates of pottery recovered is now
under- way but more volunteer helpers are needed (contact Brian Brockwell, 3 Ivy Cottages, Church Farm Lane, Cheam-Tuesday and Thursday
evenings). It is hoped that a note on the site will appear in this Bulletin
in the near future.
(N. E. A. S. Newsletter and D. J. T.)
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Coulsdon: Coulsdon Woods Cemetery (TQ 304593)
On Monday, 9th June, 1969, the remains of ancient burials were seen in
the sides of drainage trenches on the Wates housing development at
Coulsdon Woods on the N.E. side of Farthing Down. Mter a coroner's
report confirming that the bones were ancient, the Bourne Society was
allowed to carry out an emergency excavation.
Two Iron age ditches were revealed, running along the contours of the
chalk slope. They were V-sectioned with signs of revetment in the
lower ditch•. In the upper ditch, above an accumulated layer of clay and
chalk, pieces of R-B pottery were found. This pottery consisted of
native-made cooking pots and a few pieces of imitation Samian ware.
Seven burials were found in a row between the two ditches. They were
about 3 ft. deep and faced towards the N.E., they had all been disturbed
by the mechanical excavator and the bones were in a poor state of pre;'
servation because of the effect of the chalk, but it was possible to find
small pieces of wood around the bones and the large iron nails which
had secured the coffins. No grave goods were found with the burials
but a 4th century coin (an Ae 4 of Constantius n, dating to before the
reform of the currency in 346) was found close to the jaw bone of one
of them: it is possible that these are burials of the late R- B period.
(Mrs. M. Saaler)

October
Chobham: Hookstone Farm (SU 946618)
Hookstone Farmhouse, Hookstone Green, is baSically timber framed and of
two storeys. Careful examination shows that it is in four separate sections,
each of which is independently framed. The oldest part is the cross-wing to
the east (right hand side of the main front, which faces south). This has a
maSSive, plain, crown-post and collar-purlin roof and, in north-west Surrey,
must date from before 1450, perhaps before 1400. It was floored in the beginning, as is proved by the chamfer stops just above the floor on the uprights of the main truss and also by the absence of smoke blackening. It
represents a solar and parlour end to a hall which has been replaced by the
present central section of the house.
At the west end is a smaller cross-wing which has a side purlin and windbrace roof and most probably dates from the end of the 15th century. An
interesting feature is that half the floor is recent and the roof is smokeblackened. It thus, represents the detached kitchen of the vanished hall.
Sometime before 1550, the open hall was replaced by the present central
section of the house. This was built with a smoke bay from the beginning,
the eastern part representing the hall and the western part the service
rooms. Neither of these sections showed smoke-blackening on the sidepurlin roof, although smoke on the west face of the partition at·the west end
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proves that the kitchen continued in use at this period. A little later the
staircase block was added at the back, the timbering being infilled with brick
from the beginning.
About 1600, the smoke bay was filled by a large, inserted, brick chimney and
the main downstairs room to the east became the farm kitchen. The main
front was covered in brick about 1700, when a bacon loft was added to the
chimney between it and the brick front. At various times the timberwork
has been infilled with brick.
The house is at present empty. It is of such interest and value that its preservation is highly desirable.
(J •. Oliver and K. W.Gravett).

Coulsdon: Excavations at Netherne (TQ 293559)

Excavations continued at weekends throughout the summer. They revealed
the outline of a medieval manor house with a stone-built solar, a large main
hall, and separate kitchen quarters. The solar has been almost completely
excavated and one of the most interesting finds was a bronze toilet instrument consisting of a pair of tweezers and a so-called ear scoop. Two hearths,
partly superimposed, have been found in the main hall. They are made of
large blocks of Merstham stone which are very blackened and have patches
of burnt earth around them.
Finds from the kitchen area include pottery and a large number of mussell
shells, a shell of a hen's egg, burnt hazel nuts and various animal bones.
Many metal objects have been found, including a large number of nails, a
bronze snaffle-bit, a Sickle, and belt decorations. The pottery extends from
the 13th century to the early 15th century, with the main bulk dating from
the early'14th.
There is very little documentary evidence for the 'Site, which may be the
manor house of the manor of Neddar.
(Mrs. M. Saaler in Bourne Soc. Bulletin! 57! 1-2)
Hersham: Excavations at Southwood Manor Farm (TQ 120627)

The trial excavation on this riverside sand site, in a bend of the River Mole,
produced scattered sherds of rough, gritted, undecorated pottery, with some
rims, at 18 in. below the surface. This pottery was similar to that from the
L.B.A. settlement in Weston Wood,Albury. A hearth was also found at the
same level.
In all, ten trenches, 12 ft. by 12 ft., were put down on a wide grid over the area
where most worked flints had previously been found on the surface. Help
was given by members of the S.A.S., Leatherhead and Farnham W.E.A., and
boys from the Ottershaw School, Chertsey.
(J oan M. Harding)
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The Walton and Weybridge L.H.S. have also been excavating near Southwood
Manor Farm, in the vicinity of the farmhouse itself. This excayation unexpectedly turned up several pieces of early R-B pottery. Excavations have
been temporarily suspended.
(Dialstone, 29, 2)

Limpsfield: Documentary evidence for medieval potters
The following list of potters may be helpful in dating Limpsfield pottery.
They are taken from a series of rentals, a tithing list, and from two assize
rolls when the assize was held in Limpsfield 'being within the liberty of
the abbot of Battle for the enforcement of the Statute of Labourers' (25 and
27, Edward ill).
By comparing the rentals with the survey of the manor in 1312, two distinct
sites emerge, one at or near Watts Hill, the other on Limpsfield Chart. The
name Roger Vigor, which in later records occurs as Vigers,Vickers, and
finally, in modern for:ql, as Vicars Haw, not only indicates the origin of the
modern name but locates Roger's pottery as that reported in S.A.C., LII,
112, etc.
Date

Source

Watts Hill

The Chart

c.1266
(not later)

Rental

Adam Pottarius

Gunnildis relicta
Testelini

c.1300

Tithing list

Gervasious le potterer Gilbert Tesselyn
Roger } sons of
William Gilbert

1312

Rental

Agnes (widow)pottere
Radulphus le Pottere

Matilda f. Roger
le Potter
Geoffrey pottere
Gervasius Testalyn
William son of
Gilbert Testalyn

1322

Rental

Robert f. Roger le
pottere
Agnete pottere

Juliana f. Roger
le pottere
Gervasius Testalyn
William Testalyn

1352

Ass. Roll.

Robert Terselyn pottere for overcharging (no
district given)

1354

Ass, Roll.

Robert and Richard, Terselyn potters fined (no
district given)

1398

Rental

Alexander pottere

Mabil Potterus
Roger Vigorus
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In the rental of 1424, John atte Wode held 'two cottages formerly potters

and vigors' and from then on there is no indication that potters exist. A
late mention in the parish register for November 1656 notes 'Thomas ffield
of the towne potter' but it seems unlikely that an industry would continue
for more than 200 years without any reference. The indication is that the
industry ceased between 1398 and 1424, a period when there was much
change and reorganisation within this manor.
(Mrs. K. Percy)

The importance of Mrs. Percy's note needs no underlining. The entries
provide written evidence of the date of two of the three principal known
medieval pottery manufacturing complexes at Limpsfield-Vicars Haw!
Scearn Bank; Watts Hill/Loampit Field; and Moorhouse sandpit. The 1260
rental shows that the pottery industry was in existence by that date: the
archaeological evidence from Eynsford suggests, perhaps, that in 1260 it
would have been comparatively·young. There may be, in the rentals, some
suggestion that the industry was established first at Watts Hill and spread
after a few decades to the Chart.
It is the suggestion that the industry survived until the end of the 14th cen-

tury that is the most surprising, from the archaeological point of view. Until now there has been little evidence that the industry survived beyond the
middle of the century and this new factor must mean that the archaeological
evidence should be re-examined. Fortunately, Mr. M. D. Prendergast, of Red
Cottage, Chapel Road, Oxted, is carrying out a comprehensive review of the
material and hopes to publish in the near future.

The evidence for a 17th century industry is also surprising. The writer
. would like to hear of anyone who has found, or knows of someone else who
has found, 17th century wasters in the Limpsfield district .
. (D. J. Turner)
Wandsworth: Excavations at Stimson's Buildings
By kind permission of the contractors and the Wandsworth Borough Council,
the Wandsworth Historical Society have been excavating on the site of Stimson's Buildings, Wandsworth High Street, apprOximately on the line of the old
ford across the Wandle. The earliest known mention of the crossing comes
when Queen Elizabeth ordered a bridge to be built there. The Wandle is
shortly to be cuI verted at this spot.
The medieval river bed was found at very much the same depth as the present one-about 6 ft. below present street level. Rushes and fresh water shells
were plentiful, and the river gravel was reached at about 8 ft.
Elsewhere on the site material which seems to have been part of a late
medieval/Tudor rubbish dump has been found. This included soles of shoes,
some with the uppers still attached,
for various purposes, a spur,
and other metal objects.
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An interesting range of pottery has also been found, representative of that
same medieval/Tudor period, including part of a chafing dish imported from
France, of which there are thought to be only fifteen other examples in the
country.
"

(Wandsworth H.S., News Sheet,1969/3 and 1969/4)

November

Southwark: Excavations at London Bridge and Montague Close
Excavation on these two sites on behalf of the Southwark Archaeological
Excavation Committee and the Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Society took place for six weeks from the middle of July to the end of August.
Montague Close
One trench, approximately 20 ft. x 8 ft. was cut here but unfortunately the
area available was reduced by electric mains and a drain pipe.
Immediately under the modern roadway was found a deep mixed layer of
17th and 18th century date. Lying in this layer was a curved 18th century
brick drain. These layers contained a massive amount of delft kiln waste
material which, at the west end, filled a semi basement. Against the only
surviving wall of this was piled a pure dump of kiln waste which must have
come straight from the kiln. This semi basement had a stone floor, beneath
which were two floors, the lower with two steps going down to it. There was
abundant evidence of burning in these two lower features. They would all
seem to"belong to the late 17th or early 18th century and are very probably
parts of a rectangular delft kiln. In the middle of the trench, but at a much
higher level; was another stone floor associated with a reduced wall running
north from the Cathedral. This floor would appear to be 17th century and
had a considerable make-up of the same date below it.
The only medieval features found were the wall mentioned above, which ran
north from the Sacristy to the Priory. This was of massive proportions and
late 12th century in date. The only other medieval feature was a late medieval grave with an articulated skeleton and another disturbed skeleton in its
upper fill. This grave was cut through gravel which was found to be 5 ft.
3 in. deep and had eight or nine surfaces in it, of which one produced a sherd
of Roman pottery. This is clearly a Roman road resurfaced a number of
times and the camber was clearly visible in these surfaces. On top of this
road there was a layer of dirt which also overlay its edge and filled a post
hole cut into the top of the road. All these features are likely to be post
Roman. The gravel of the road lies directly on natural clay and so is clearly
primary.
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London Bridge Site
An area 40 ft. x 40 ft. was available but in this area only a scatter of gravel
survived above the top of the natural clay except in one area where small
patches of two layers of Roman make-up were found.
As a reslllt, the only features found were those which cut through the natural
clay. These consisted of seven pits, one well and two d!tches. Two of the
pits were square and three round and were of the normal type of rubbish pit.
One of the square pits cut into one of the round ones b4t all five seem to be
late 1st or early 2nd century. The well, whose lower part was wood lined,
was fille!i in in the 4th century and was the only certain late feature found on
the site. One of the other pits also appears to be early, but of peculiar shape,
while the final pit has an amorphous shape and two post holes against one
edge, so that it may have been used for some other purpose before it was
filled in with rubbish.
Of the two ditches, one was a normal, fairly shallow, drainage ditch running
Japproximately east-west and was definitely a primary feature on the site. In
it, and on the natural around it, were extensive traces of burning. At the west
end of the site was an 'L' shaped ditch with such an irregular profile that it
could hardly be called a ditch, and its function is at present unknown. In
parts it was filled in with almost sterile gravel but in other parts it had up
to eighteen inches of Roman domestic rubbish filling it, of late 1st-early 2nd
century date. The only other feature was a cellar fronting onto the approach
to Old London Bridge which originally was built on chaLl{ and later rebuilt in
brick.
Conclusions
The most important result of these excavations has been to locate definitely,
for the first time, the main road through the Roman suburb of Southwark
and, hence, the pOSition of Roman London Bridge. This was one of the aims
of the excavation, except that the other site was expected to produce it. The
possibility of the Roman Bridge lying to the west of the present London
Bridge has previously been ruled out as unlikely. The road is clearly a
major road ;md was probably originally about 30 ft. wide though only 16 ft.
of its width fell within the trench. It must therefore be the road leading up
to the Bridge.
The positioning of the road will enable us to fit the pieces of information we
already have about Roman Southwark into a more coherent framework and
may well throw light on post-Roman Southwark. For example, the building
with stone walls and tessellated pavements found under the Cathedral in the
19th century is now seen to front on to the road and one at least of the transverse ditches goes right up to the Roman road.
The possible delftware kiln adds a second example of the rectangular type,
the first of which was found last year at Lambeth (Bulletin 51), and confirms
that this must be the usual type, at least in the 18th century, and that the
Lambeth example was not an aberration. This raises doubts about an ex-
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ample from Liverpool which was claimed to be round. The Montague Close
kiln also has a characteristic, in the steps down into the firebox, which
occurs in descriptions of late 18th century French tin-glaze Rilns.
The London Bridge site produced negative evidence about the site of the
Roman London Bridge which is not now of particular importance since the
finding of the road. But it produced some evidence about the Roman occupation of this part of Southwark which seems very similar to that found further
to the east in 1967 (Bulletin 32 and 35). The density of rubbish pits in this
area might suggest that .some sort of public tipping took place. Clearly
after about A.D. 150 a drastic change in the use pattern of the area occurred,
but in the absence of the upper layers it is difficult to say precisely what
this change was. It is possible that public tipping stopped and the area was
developed for housing and the presence of the well would support this. The
east-west ditch is another example of this type of feature of which a number
of examples have been found on both sides of Southwark, all more or less
parallel to each other (and approximately at right angles to the road). Like
the rest, it was filled in very early. The other ditch could be a natural feature filled in to make the ground level, or perhaps a quarry pit, though it
is difficult to see precisely what was being quarried. The site produced a
large sample of mollusca, which will provide a good comparison with the
medieval (Kennington Palace) and post-medieval (Guy's Hospital 1967)
samples already recovered from Southwark. Some of the deposits seem· to
be functionally specialised which would also argue against the domesticity
of the rubbish dumping. Unfortunately no direct evidence bearing on the date
cif the first bridge on the site of Old London Bridge was found, though the
absence of any feature from the area between the 4th century and 1831
would suggest that the road ran across the site fairly early in this long
period.
We acknowledge with thanks the assistance of the following; the landowners,
the City of London and Proprietors of Hays Wharf, for facilities provided; to
the London Borough of Southwark for releasing the director; and to all volunteers who came to dig and those who have and will come to process the
material.
(G.J.Dawson)

December
AtloId: 16th century glasshouse at Knightons (TQ 016341)

After the interruption due to the wet autumn last year, work at Knightons
was resumed (by kind permission of the Forestry Commission) at weekends
from April to June. Effort was concentrated on seeking the relationship of
the two contiguous working furnaces in the centre of the site (S.A.S. An.
Report for 1968). Careful excavation of these not only enabled the positions
and dimensions of the walls, flues and sieges to be determined (in spite of
the almost complete robbing which had taken place), but established the un-
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, expected fact that one furnace overlaps the other at one end by some 2-3 feet.
In its turn one corner (of the later furnace) is overspread by the cullet heap.
It now appears therefore that there are three phases at the site, not two as

had been supposed. The Oxford University Institute for Archaeology is sampling the site for remanent magnetism dating. If it turns out that a significant difference in dating occurs between the three working furnaces, then it
could follow that the glasshouse was in existence with two successive furnaces, before the French annealing furnace and the third working furnace
were built alongside in replacement. If not, then all three working furnaces
could have replaced each other during the lifetime of the annealing furnace,
which they would have kept supplied with glass products in succession.

Excavation will continue next spring, if conditions permit.
(E.S. Wood)
Cheam: Medieval Pottery Kiln fI'Q 243636)
Recent building operations in Cheam have yielded evidence of pottery manufacture, and an emergency excavation was carried out near Easter by members of the Nonsuch and Ewell Antiquarian Society, by courtesy of the developers, Pierpoint and Sons (Builders) Ltd ..
The site lies behind Nos. 19-23 High Street (now demolished). It is some
190 yards from the site of the kiln reported by the late C. J. Marshall in
Volume XXXV of Surrey Archaeological Collections and very close to one of
the two subsequent discoveries reported by him in Volume XL VII.
The excavation revealed a roughly oval pottery kiln of Upper Greensand
ashlar having opposed flues and a divided brick pedestal. The firing chamber
and one stoke pit were cleared producing a large quantity of broken and misfired pottery. The forms produced include tripod cooking pots, and large
pitchers with pouring lips and bungholes. Some pottery is glazed and some
is decorated with patterns executed in white slip. The fabric is red or brown
and is often fired very hard.
The kiln and stoke pit cut several earlier pits containing burnt clay and
wasters of green glazed jugs in off-white or cream-coloured fabric not unlike that found in association with the kiln reported in Volume XXXV; however no sign was noted during the excavation of an earlier kiln in situ.
Work on the pottery is still in the early stages. On the basis of similar
material from elsewhere it seems likely that the kiln may date to the late
15th or early 16th centuries, but this date must be regarded as tentative.
Subsequent to the excavation the building operations revealed the remains of
a-barrel filled with clay within a few feet of the position of the kiln. However
material found within the clay filling indicates that the barrel is unlikely to
be earlier than the eighteenth century and it may be later. It is unrelated
to the kiln.
(M. Morris)
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Chertsey: Excavations at Ham Court (TQ 067654)
Mrs. Lansdell has been directing an excavation by members of the Walton
and Weybridge Local History
of the long-since demolished manor
house of Ham Court on a moated site 'on the Chertsey side of the RiverWey.
Foundations of 18th or 19th century farm buildings have been found and
also some footings of the house itself. These consisted of 2 ft. thick brickwork, the bricks generally being about 2 in. thick, probably of 16th century
date. Work will be confinued next year.
(Dialstone, 30)

Coulsdon: Acheulian hand axe (TQ 298587)
An unfinished Acheulian hand axe has been foUnd by Mr. R. T. Scott of 22
Fairdene Road, C oulsdon, in his garden and reported to the Bourne Society.
It was made from a thick flake of flint and was left unfinished probably
because of a flaw or because of a misdirected blow.
(Mrs. M. Saaler)
Esher: Medieval pottery find

Mr. C. Roberts, of Hersham, recently found a dozen or so pieces of medieval
pottery near the pond in tne grounds of Wayneflete School. Two pieces of
buff, unglazed ware carried pie-crust decorations.
The site can be identified by the pond in Ralph Treswell's plan of Esher
Place made in 1606, when a group of cottages stood hereabouts called Esher
East End. These cottages occupied the land between what is now Vincent
Close and the Green.
There is some reason to believe that pottery clay was dug in Esher and
there may have been a potters kiln in the district.
(Local Hist. News, Esher District L.H.S., 5, 20)

